Movie: Aitraaz
Year: 2004

Song: Gela gela gela dil gela gela
Lyricist: Sameer

Gila gila gila dil gila gila
Mila mila mila koi mila mila

Gila gila gila dil gila gila
Mila mila mila koi mila mila

Gila gila gila dil gila gila
Mila mila mila koi mila mila

Gila gila gila dil gila gila
Mila mila mila koi mila mila

Kho do na o samam
tere hain tere ham
dil ki rahon mein hain
bahke dil ke kram

Gila gila gila dil gila gila
Mila mila mila koi mila mila

Gila gila gila dil gila gila
Mila mila mila koi mila mila

Gila gila gila dil gila gila
Mila mila mila koi mila mila

Gila gila gila dil gila gila
Mila mila mila koi mila mila

Hai sene

Teri har ek anda
Lage sabse juda
Tujo pe mein fida
Mai fida

Tu tum paheli baar main
divana kar gai
Ham tere dilnashini
Chehra pe m mar gai
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